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ABSTRACT

Piscine orthoreovirus (PRV) is a virus that infects farmed and wild salmonids in Norway, United
Kingdom, Ireland, Chile, United States and Canada. The virus infection is associated with heart
and skeletal muscle inflammation (HSMI), an important disease in salmon aquaculture reported
in Norway, Scotland, and Chile. The pathogenesis of PRV infection is still not well understood,
and there is still controversy about its role in HSMI since some studies report high viral loads by
RT-qPCR in both fish with and without lesions. The PRV genome comprises 10 double stranded
RNA segments, and most diagnostic tests only target a few specific segments. Nevertheless, the
amplification of transcripts by RT-qPCR is likely to be different since the copy number of RNA
transcripts from each segment is in direct relation to the protein abundance. Therefore, this
study aims to develop new RT-qPCR assays targeting the first five PRV genome segments and
determine which transcript cycle threshold (CT) best reflects virus load in a fish tissue sample.
The PRV cRNA standards were created by in-vitro transcription, and the copy numbers were
quantified. Standard curves were generated making 10-fold serial dilutions of the PRV cRNA
over a range of 1 x 108 to 1 x 104 copies/ul. The standard curves had a reaction efficiency of 95%,
92%, 91%, 99%, 90% for the L1, L2, L3, M1, M2 segments, respectively. These assays exhibited
high specificity since no cross reaction with infectious salmon anemia virus (ISAV) and salmonid
alphavirus (SAV) was observed. This study reports a highly significant difference (P<0.001) in the
viral concentration obtained by targeting L1, L2, L3, M1, and M2 segments. Besides, a greater
sensitivity was obtained for L2, L3 and M1 RT-qPCR assays when archived fish tissue samples
were tested. Therefore, this approach may improve the detection of PRV in fish tissue samples
and suggests additional PRV-segments to the current diagnostic criteria.
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CHAPTER 1

BAKGROUND INFORMATION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
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1. 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Aquaculture is the fastest growing animal food-producing sector in the world, and is heavily
dominated by the Asia-Pacific region.1 During the past century, fish farming has expanded
globally due to the growing demand for seafood and the limited capacity of the wild-capture
fisheries to meet this demand.2 Regarding salmon farming, the two leading producers are
Norway and Chile, with Canada as the fourth largest producer in the world. Farmed salmon is
Ca ada’s thi d-largest seafood export by value, and a significant economic contributor to coastal
and rural communities on the east and west coasts. Farmed salmonids in Canada belong to
three species: Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) which is Ca ada’s top a ua ultu e e po t, hinook
salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), and coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch). British
Columbia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador produced almost 116,000 tonnes of
salmon, representing 95% of total salmon produced in Canada in 2013. British Columbia is the
largest salmon producer in Canada representing 61% of total production.3

This growing fish farming industry in the world has led to the emergence of many diseases in
fish due to a) the rapid expansion of fish farming into new areas favouring the spread of
pathogens, b) the intensive rearing through the increased production per unit which increase
the concentration of pathogens within cages, and leads to fish immunosuppression, and c) the
open net pens farming technique that facilitate the transmission of pathogens between the
movements of wild fish and farm escapees.4 There is also a continuous debate about the impact
of salmon farming on wild salmonid populations because the number of returning wild Atlantic
salmon in Norway in the last four decades has declined.5,6 There are multiple factors that could
cause this decline; however, infectious diseases may be an important factor impacting wild
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populations. In addition, the evolution of host-pathogen interactions in wild populations could
be enhanced with climate change stress and decreased under high levels of predation.7
Besides, these emerging diseases could cause losses of fish populations resulting in large
economic losses in aquaculture. However, the impact could be exacerbated by other problems
like 1) delay in developing tools for confirmatory diagnosis of the disease or the identification of
the viral etiology; 2) poor knowledge of the host and geographic range; 3) poor knowledge of
important epidemiological factors (virus replication cycle, mode of transmission, reservoirs,
vectors, stability); and 4) poor understanding about potential pathogen strains or differences
with other pathogens.8

In Canada, there are a certain number of reportable, immediately notifiable and annually
notifiable diseases required by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA). To date, the
surveillance program is only focused on the following pathogens: Infectious Hematopoietic
Necrosis virus (IHNv), Infectious Pancreatic Necrosis virus (IPNv), Infectious Salmon Anemia
Virus (ISAv), Viral Hemorrhagic Septicaemia (VHSv North American strain IVa), Piscirickettsia
salmonis; and only Salmon Pancreas Disease Virus (SPDv) (also known as Salmon Alphavirus) is
considered an emerging disease.9 However, a new emerging disease Heart and skeletal muscle
inflammation (HSMI) has been reported affecting salmonids in Norway, Scotland, and
Chile.10,11,12,13 This disease is associated with new virus named Piscine orthoreovirus (PRV) that
has been reported in Norway, United Kingdom, Ireland, Chile, United States and Canada.14,15,16
Nevertheless, the pathogenesis of PRV infection in fish is still not well understood. Moreover,
the detection of the virus by molecular diagnosis was not always related to the appearance of
the common lesions of HSMI.

3

In the last decades, the availability of fish cell lines for virus isolation facilitated research on viral
diseases but also led to virus isolation becoming the gold standard for the detection of viruses
in important aquaculture species such as carp, rainbow trout and Atlantic salmon.2 Although
virus isolation is an important tool for research and diagnosis, molecular approaches are
essential in some cases where fish viruses are not able to be isolated in cell culture. This is the
case with PRV which after many attempts to culture in several fish lines were not successful.17
Thus, its detection needs to involve an accurate culture-independent method for quantifying
virus replication. The detection of the viral genome by RT-qPCR is a convenient and rapid
method for the identification of PRV. Therefore, the main goal of this study is to develop new
RT-qPCR assays to use in the diagnosis of PRV in farmed salmonids in Canada specifically and
worldwide in general.
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1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
1.2.1. Characteristics of Piscine orthoreovirus
1.2.1.1 Virus classification

The family Reoviridae is the largest of the eight recognized double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) virus
families.18 This family consists of 15 genera which are placed in two subfamilies: Spinareovirinae
and Sedoreovirinae, based upon the presence or absence of a turret protein structure located at
each of the viral icosahedral fivefold axes.19 The Sedoreovirinae subfamily is the non-turreted
group that contains the globally important and well-studied genus Rotavirus. The
Spinareovirinae subfamily is the turreted

group and consists of nine approved genera

including Orthoreovirus and Aquareovirus.20 Orthoreovirus have 10 dsRNA genome segments
and infect reptiles, birds, and mammals; whereas Aquareovirus have 11 dsRNA genome
segments and infects fish and shellfish.21 Despite the differences in the number of genome
segments between Orthoreovirus and Aquareovirus, they share homologous proteins.

There are nine homologous proteins between them, seven of them are structural (core RNAdependent RNA polymerase [RdRp], core nucleoside triphosphate phosphohydrolase [NTPase],
core shell, core turret, core clamp, outer shell, and outer clamp), and the other two are nonstructural (NS) proteins (NS factory and NS RNA-binding [RNAb]). However, there are differences
between them in the genome segments that encode two proteins: the outer-fiber protein and
the NS fusion-associated small transmembrane (FAST) protein. The first is present in most
orthoreoviruses and mediates attachment to cell-surface receptors; the second is present in
aquareoviruses and most orthoreoviruses and is involved in the syncytium formation and the
release of progeny virions.22
5

Piscine orthoreovirus was previously recognized as a new genus in the family Reoviridae based
on the apparent absence of the outer-fibre protein (characteristic of orthoreoviruses), the ten
genome segments, and the isolation of PRV from a fish host (uncommon host for
orthoreoviruses).23 However, the same strain Salmo/GP-2010/NOR was analyzed in a different
study suggesting that PRV should be recognized as new species in the genus Orthoreovirus
because according to phylogenetic comparisons it is more closely related to this genus.24 Their
reasons for this conclusion are: 1) PRV represents the first ortho- or aquareovirus in which the
outer-clamp protein is encoded by a polycistronic genome segment; 2) is the first ortho-or
aquareovirus in which the polycistronic genome segment encodes neither the outer-fibre
protein nor the FAST protein; 3) the outer-fibre protein is encoded by the monocistronic
genome segment S4 instead of a polycistronic genome segment. Moreover, PRV translation
products cluster more closely with those of orthoreoviruses than aquareoviruses because this
latter genus lacks homologues of the outer-fibre protein present in orthoreoviruses. In contrast
to this assumption, one study compared the whole genome sequence of different PRV isolates
from Norway, Canada and Chile with orthoreoviruses and aquareoviruses isolates.25 The
phylogenetic trees generated by segment to segment comparison showed that PRV isolates
cluster in a separated group especially in trees of L3, M1 and M2 segments. Besides, isolates
ust ha e o se sus ge o e te
ge o e seg e ts diffe f o
terminal end

i i at the ’ a d ’ e d to lassif

ithi a ge us. Thus, PRV

o tho eo i uses a d a ua eo i uses i

ha i g a u i ue

’

’-GAUAAA/U).26 These findings strongly suggested that PRV belongs to a new

genus separate from Orthoreovirus and Aquareovirus.
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1.2.1.2 General Structure
1.2.1.2.1 Virion structure

The orthoreoviruses are icosahedral, non-enveloped viruses that contain a segmented genome
enclosed in a 70-80 nm double layered capsid consisting of inner and outer layers. The inner
capsid layer and its enclosed viral genome are known as the viral core (Figure 1). The dsRNA
genome is packed with locally parallel strands; transcriptase complexes project into the genome
area from the fivefold axes of the inner capsid, and the receptor-binding protein fibers project
out from the fivefold axes of the outer capsid.20

27

Figure 1. Schematic of Reovirus virion. Reovirus particles consist of two layers: the outer capsid
and core. The core contains the viral genome (10 dsRNA segments). Proteins are encoded by
each PRV genome segment (black arrow). PRV also encodes non-st u tu al p otei s: µN“, σN“,
σ s.
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1.2.1.2.2 Molecular structure

The genome has a length of 23320nt and a GC content of 47%. PRV comprise ten genomic
segments of dsRNA. The size of the genomic segments is similar to other orthoreoviruses: three
large (L1-3), three medium (M1-3), and four small (S1-4) genome segments (Figure 2). These
segments may contain 13 open reading frame (ORFs) or more.28 All PRV gene segments contain
the ’ te

i al u leotides UCAUC- ’ fou d i O tho eo i us a d A ua eo i us; ho e e diffe

i the te

i al ’

’-GAUAAA/U).23

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the 10 PRV genome segments.

25
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PRV genome segments encode homologous proteins of mammalian reovirus (MRV), avian
reovirus (ARV) and aquareoviruses and share some similar functions as listed in Table 1.
However, L2 may also have the potential to encode hypothetical proteins whose sizes range
from 55 to 135 aa because several small ORFs were found in this segment. Thus, the λ2encoding ORF which is the largest L2 ORF could also encode a small protein (p11), and another
hypothetical protein for PRV could be encoded by S2 (p8). Likewise, p13 protein was previously
suggested to have similarities with FAST proteins which are found in orthoreoviruses and
aquareoviruses.23 FAST proteins have a role in cell-cell fusion and syncytium formation.
However, a subsequent study examined PRV sequences indicating that p13 is not a FAST protein
but is instead a cytosolic and integral membrane protein.24 This protein does not traffic to the
plasma membrane as FAST proteins; therefore it cannot induce plasma membrane fusion and
syncytium formation. Besides, p13 has an important function of cytotoxicity that may translate
to tissue injury within fish. This function was assessed in Vero and QM5 cell lines where
syncytium formation was only observed by Giemsa stain in monolayers transfected with the
Aquareovirus p10 with no evidence in monolayers transfected with PRV p13 24hr-72hr posttransfection. For these reasons, PRV is suggested to be a non-fusogenic orthoreovirus like
MRV.29

Table 1 also shows that the autolytic cleavage of µ1 protein encoded by M2 produces µ1N and
µ1C, required for MRV endosomal membrane penetration. Likewise, for both MRV and ARV M3,
two products were reported, µNS and µNSC. In ARV, another product (µNSN) is also created
after translational cleavage. Finally, the additional gene products from ARV (p10) and from
GCRV (NS16) have been reported as FAST proteins.28
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Table 1. Proteins encoded by PRV genome segments and functional properties compared to homologous from Orthoreovirus and Aquareovirus
PRV encoded proteins

a

b

c

d

MRV

ARV

GCRV

Protein
(length, aa)

Protein
(segment
number)
length, aa

Protein
(segment
number)
length, aa

Genome
segment

Molecular
size (bp)

Protein
name

Protein size (aa)
&
mass (kDa)

Functional properties

L1

3916

1286, 144.2 kDa

Viral transcription and replication

λ

λB L

L2

3935

Core RdRp
λ
Core turret
λ

1290, 143.75 kDa

Autoguanylation,methyltransferase,
guanylyltransferase activity

λ

λC L

λ

λA L

VP3 (S3) (1214)

a

VP2 (S2) (1274)
(1285)

VP1 (S1) (1299)

p11

98 aa

p11: hypothetical protein

Core shell
λ
Core NTPase
µ2

1282, 141.5 kDa

Helicase, NTPase and RNA triphosphatase activities

760, 86.09 kDa

NTPase and RNA triphosphatase activities, RNA
binding, type I IFN antagonism and myocarditis

µ2 (736)

µA (M1) (732)

VP5 (S5) (728)

L3

3911

M1

2383

M2

2179

Outer shell
µ1

687,74.26 kDa

Major outer capsid protein, endosomal membrane
penetration

µ1 (708)
µ1N (42),
µ1C (666)

µB (M2) (676),
µBN (42),
µBC (634)

VP4 (S6) (648)

M3

2403

NS factory
µNS

752, 83.53 kDa

Non-structural protein, central in virus inclusion
formation

µNS (721),
µNSC (681)

µNS (M3) (635),
µNSC, µNSN

NS80 (S4) (742)

S1

1081

Outer clamp
σ

330, 37.08 kDa

σ : oute la p p otei , zi
etallop otei ,
e
binding dsRNA

p13

124,13 kDa

p13: cytotoxic, integral membrane protein

S2

1329

Core clamp
σ
p8

420,45.93 kDa

σ2: Inner capsid protein, RNA binding

71, 8.1 kDa

p8: hypothetical protein
non-structural protein, involved in virus inclusion
formation
receptor-binding protein, virus spread and tropism
within fish

S3

1143

N“ RNA σN“

354, 39.07 kDa

S4

1040

Outer fiber
σ

315, 34.60 kDa

σ

“

σB “

σ

“

σA “

VP6 (S8) (412)

σN“ “

σN“ “

NS38 (S9) (352)

σC “
,
p10 (S1) (98),
P17 (S1) (146)

NS31 (S7) (274),
NS16 (S7) (146)

VP7 (S10) (276)
NS26 (S11) (244)

σ “
σ s “

,

23,25,28

PRV encoded proteins and characteristics suggested by
28
Mammalian orthoreovirus strain MRV T3D used for comparison by
C
28
Avian orthoreovirus strain ARV-138 used for comparison by
d
28
Aquareovirus grass carp reovirus strain GCRV-873 used for comparison by
e
29
PRV shares the binding dsRNA capacity as in orthoreoviruses.
b
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1.2.2 Epidemiology
1.2.2.1 Host Range and Geographic distribution

Heart and skeletal muscle inflammation (HSMI) is an emerging disease that was first described
in 1999 in farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) in Norway.10 The sample was a moribund fish
that showed distinct pathology.30 At first, the disease was confined to a limited geographic area
but now is commonly diagnosed throughout the country and also reported in Scotland and Chile
(Figure 3, page 14).11 Currently, HSMI is a commercially important disease in Norway due to the
occurrence of many outbreaks, high management costs and reduced growth of farmed Atlantic
salmon. In 2012, 142 HSMI outbreaks were reported. Most of the outbreaks occurred in the
middle and northern Norway.31 The disease was classified in 2008 on the list 3 of notifiable
diseases by the Norwegian Food Safety Authority (NFSA), and classified by the Scientific Advisory
Committee as a potential threat for wild Atlantic salmon population. 30,32 Thus, the report of the
diagnoses of HSMI to NFSA is mandatory in Norway.30

In 2010, PRV was associated with HSMI in a study where PRV was identified by pyrosequencing
of tissue of Atlantic salmon experimentally inoculated with tissues from farmed Atlantic salmon
undergoing natural HSMI outbreaks.23

To date, PRV is known to be present in Norway, United Kingdom, Ireland, Chile, United States
and Canada (Figure 3, page 14).25 The earliest positive sample detected by RT-PCR in western
Canada by targeting segment L1 was a liver from a wild or hatchery sourced steelhead trout
sampled in 1977.33 Although most of the positive PRV samples from that study were from 19872013, the virus could have been present before 1977 since Atlantic salmon were first imported
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into western Canada in 1905 and started to be imported for aquaculture purposes in 1985.
Besides, salmonid fish were widely transferred within and between Northern Europe and North
America since 1800s. 25

A phylogenetic study comparing S1 sequences between PRV isolates, showed one PRV genotype
in Norway with two sub-genotypes (Ia and Ib).25 Canadian PRV strains belong to sub-genotype Ia
and Chilean PRV strains to sub-genotype Ib. Canadian PRV strains were also found more similar
to Norwegian PRV strains from Atlantic salmon belonging to an area with reported HSMI
outbreaks, suggesting the potential for HSMI outbreak in Canada although other factors that
leads to HSMI may be involved and should be further studied. The same study suggested that
Canadian PRV isolates diverged from Norwegian isolates between 2006 and 2008, and Chilean
PRV isolates diverged from Norwegian isolates between 2007 and 2010. These assumptions
were based on collection times of isolates that were sequenced for all PRV segments and the
information of the created phylogenetic trees. In 2008, similar cases of HSMI were reported in
British Columbia farmed Atlantic salmon.34 Juvenile pink salmon from Broughton Archipelago of
the same year were reported negative for PRV. However, the RT-PCR only targeted L1 gene.35 A
recent phylogenetic study based on S1 segment was consistent with these previous results. The
cluster of Norwegian isolates and western North American isolates, and a separated group of
Chilean isolates and Norwegian isolates (4% of nucleotide variation), indicating a high variability
of PRV segment 1 in Norway. There are also some amino acids differences between PRV
se ue es f o

No

a /Chile g oup a d
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and µ1. However, the reason why there is a high homogeneity within western North American
isolates is unclear. The distribution from Alaska to Washington suggests that the virus was
established in western North America a long time ago, but diversification has not occurred
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rapidly. However, there is a lack of geographical differentiation between North American
sequences suggesting a mixing of host and virus populations or common reservoirs for the
virus.15

Therefore, it is still not clear when the virus was transmitted from Norway to Canada and the
distribution of PRV in Canada is uncertain since there is no surveillance for it. PRV has been
found in a variety of salmonid and non-salmonid fish. In North Atlantic waters these include
farmed and wild Atlantic salmon, wild Sea-trout (Salmo trutta), wild Great Silver Smelt
(Argentina silus), wild Atlantic horse Mackerel (Trachurus trachurus), wild Atlantic Herring
(Clupea harengus), wild Capelin (Mallotus villosus), wild Cutthroat Trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii),
wild Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), wild Sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch)
and wild Chum Salmon (Oncorhynchus keta).36,37
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3. Maps illustrating (A) countries with HSMI reported cases, and (B) countries where PRV
was detected.
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1.2.3 Transmission

Salmon farming has two phases: freshwater smolt production and marine phase grow-out. After
the first phase, smolts enter to the marine production in certified farm sites until they are
harvested.30 Thus, HSMI outbreaks have been reported after 5-9 months of transference to sea
water and often reported in small fish (0.3-1kg).38 The morbidity of HSMI is high and mortality is
generally less than 20%, and most reported outbreaks have occurred after some stressors such
as moving the fish or treatments for sea lice.38,39 The main route for the spread of PRV between
field locations is the horizontal transmission.39 Other routes like vertical transmission although
not excluded remain unclear. To date, only one study investigated the possibility of vertical
transmission of PRV in samples from Atlantic salmon collected in different stages of the
production cycle.40 Fertilized eggs were negative for PRV targeting only L1 segment; however,
some hatched fry were positive (5/20) with very low viral load (CT=41). These results suggested
that vertical route is not likely to be a major route of transmission. Nevertheless, experimental
infection of PRV in naïve fish and detection in its progeny to confirm this assumption is
necessary.

To date, the transmission between different Atlantic salmon populations, and the presence of
PRV in marine species has also been demonstrated and is summarized in Figure 4 (page 20).
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1.2.3.1 Pathogen exchange between wild Atlantic salmon stocks

There are three ways postulated for the transmission of PRV between wild Atlantic salmon: 1)
contact during migration, which propose a pathogen exchange between wild stocks during the
sea migration of Atlantic salmon (according to the Merry-Go-Round marine migration model)
when they leave the river as smolts and return as spawners,; 2) contact during straying, when
stray salmon enter nearby rivers during the homeward migration, and gender may be a risk
factor for PRV infection since a higher risk for PRV infection in male salmon than females was
proposed; and 3) contact between live gene banks, which are created for conservation and
restoration of endangered wild salmonids, but pathogen exchange can occur through infected
fertilized eggs from wild brood fish kept in tanks and returned to stock the rivers.32

1.2.3.2 Pathogen exchange between wild and farmed salmon

Farmed and wild Atlantic salmon populations are able to share most of the pathogens due to
their close proximity.41 The disease transmission in open-sea aquaculture may involve farmed
stocks, wild fish and farmed escapees.4 In Norway during the period of 2000-2011 the number of
escapees reached thousands; however the real number of escapees may be millions since most
escapements from farms are probably unreported.5 A recent study confirmed this interaction
since PRV S1 sequences from farmed Atlantic salmon that represented six aquaculture cohorts
from five different counties in Norway were found totally dispersed in phylogenetic trees with
other sequences from wild, hatchery-reared and escaped salmons.32 A case of a PRV infected
farmed salmon found in the stomach of a trapped native Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua L.) was
also reported in 2012. The prey was unusual for the time of the year in that location and
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belonged to a local farm that reported HSMI weeks before the capture of the Atlantic cod.
However, the transmission of PRV by the ingestion of an infected prey and the susceptibility to
its infection in this wild fish is still unknown. Although the subsequent infection status in the cod
population was not investigated, these results demonstrated the potential for disease
interaction between aquaculture fish and native fish in their natural environment.5 Another case
of PRV transmission occurred in 2012 with the capture of 59 escaped salmon in local rivers of
Norway. PRV (CT value= 21.5-34.9) and also Salmon alphavirus (SAV) (CT values =20.7-31.1) were
detected in most escapees and salmon samples from the suspected farms by real-time RTqPCR.31

The interaction between wild and escaped farmed salmon could occur in two ways: 1) during
marine migration or spawning, that depends of the migratory behavior of escapees related to
the development stage at point of release or contact during congregation in the same parts of
the rivers due to natural or human made barriers that may lead to a potential interbreeding;
and 2) interaction of wild salmon with farmed salmon when wild salmon pass through areas
with aquaculture production. This occurs when wild salmon pass near to areas of fish farming
during each sea-ward migration (when they are post-smolts) or home-ward migration (when
they are spawners).32

Therefore, there is a risk of transmission from farmed salmon since they are reared at high stock
densities in open net cages during the sea-water phase, and these areas are connected to
nearby sites by coastal currents. Besides, PRV can survive outside the host so it is possible that it
can resist seawater conditions near aquaculture sites.41 This increases the probability to spread
the virus to the environment and the risk of infection for wild population, and potential
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evolution of virulent strains as well. In contrast, other studies inferred that as farmed salmon
are kept in high density during the whole production cycle, PRV would transfer readily between
farmed salmon but not readily to wild salmon populations. It was also suggested that hatcheryreared salmon are less likely to be infected since the risk of infection is decreased due to less
host density during the release into rivers (as eggs, fry, parr or smolt).33 However, they still are a
semi-domesticated population and transmission may be increased by the cohabitation of
broodfish in tanks used in hatcheries. In addition, transmission from farmed salmon to wild
salmon may be by PRV carrier fish. This can occur during the transportation of live fish,
sometimes over a long distances.32

1.2.3.3 Pathogen exchange between marine fish species and wild Atlantic salmon

A study of PRV detection on marine fish samples along the west coast of Norway found positives
in different marine species such as Great silver smelt (Argentina silus) CT= 37, Atlantic horse
mackerel (Trachurus trachurus) CT= 37, Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) CT=31 and Capelin
(Mallotus villosus) CT=38. All these fish were trapped close to fish farms that experienced HSMI
outbreaks. These results suggested a low prevalence of PRV in wild marine fish. However, it is
uncertain if these virus positive fish species are relevant vectors for the horizontal transmission
to farmed salmon because the period of shedding and how long the viral particles can remain
infectious in seawater has not yet been determined.36 It is important to carry out pathogen
surveillance in adjacent wild fish populations to document the marine reservoirs of infection.6
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1.2.3.4 HSMI-like disease and detection of PRV in Rainbow trout

The rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) is a North Pacific salmonid species which is farmed in
marine sites. Heart inflammation has not previously been observed in rainbow trout in Norway.
However, a recent study described a new disease in rainbow trout observed in three hatcheries
on the west coast of Norway in 2013-2014. The disease was observed up to four months after
transfer to sea water. Typical clinical signs were anorexia, lethargy and mortality with up to 1012,000 dead fish per week. The histopathological findings involved inflammation of the heart
and red muscle and liver necrosis which are similar to those caused by HSMI with the exception
of anemia. A viral 562 bp nucleotide sequence (GenBank Accession number LN680851) from
these tissue samples displayed 85% identity to parts of S1 segment of PRV strain Salmo/GP2010/NOR (GenBank Accession number GU994022).42 However, recent studies would show a
higher identity of this strain (GenBank Accession number LN680851) to Chilean PRV isolates
from Coho salmon with HSMI clustering in a new Genotype II.13 Therefore, it is necessary to
investigate the pathogenesis of this virus in rainbow trout and other susceptible species.

1.2.3.5 HSMI-like disease and detection of PRV in Coho salmon

Chilean PRV isolates from Coho salmon are more diversified grouping in both subgenotypes Ia
and Ib. Some isolates form a new cluster, designated Genotype II. Besides, these strains cause
an atypical HSMI pathology in Coho salmon with high viral load. 13
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Figure 4. Flow chart of potential PRV transmission between farmed and wild salmonid
populations and marine fish species.
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1.2.4 Pathogenesis

The pathogenesis of PRV infection in salmonid species is largely unknown. There has been a
continuous debate about the association between PRV strains and histopathological lesions of
heart and skeletal muscle inflammation. The lack of HSMI despite the high PRV load in some
circumstances has suggested that other factors may be required for the development of HSMI.37
In Western North America HSMI has not been reported as occurs in Norway, and experimental
studies suggest a low pathogenicity of the North American PRV for Chinook, Sockeye, Rainbow
trout and Atlantic salmon since no consistent histopathological signs of HSMI were observed
after challenge.43 All experimental studies of HSMI in Norway and British Columbia-Canada are
cited in Table 2 (page 27). What is unknown is the suitability of the samples used in these
studies; tissues from asymptomatic fish should not be expected to reproduce clinical disease.43

The PRV infection may lead to a cell-associated viremia and red blood cells (RBC) are the likely
major target cells for PRV. One recent study showed circulating cells such as erythrocytes and
leukocyte-like cells positive for PRV by immunohistochemistry on heart sections from
experimentally PRV-infected fish. These positive blood cells were located in cardiac lumen and
in blood vessels.44 Another study reported morphologically different virus-like particles by
electron microscopy in erythrocytes and macrophages in the head kidney, which was not related
with a particular virus. However, the morphology in some erythrocytes was similar to those
detected in different species of salmonid fish (Atlantic salmon, rainbow trout, Chinook salmon,
coho salmon) named as Erythrocytic inclusion body syndrome (EIBS), but has not been related
to any specific virus.45 High numbers of PRV-positive RBC by flow cytometry were also reported.
In some individual-fish after experimental infection, more than 50% of erythrocytes were
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infected. Likewise, PRV-positive erythrocytes were identified by immunofluorescence
microscopy. Granular staining in the cytoplasm was observed as inclusions that varied in size
and number. The morphology of these infected red blood cells also varied from ellipsoidal
(commonly observed in mature erythrocytes) to circular shape. The viral inclusions seemed to
be located in the perinuclear region but some could be observed in the nucleus. The inclusions
varied in content and size; some only consisted of lamellar structures, larger inclusions consisted
of lamellar structures and reovirus-like particles, and the biggest inclusions consisted of only
viral particles. These differences may represent stages of viral replication.46

A recent study also demonstrated that PRV can replicate in erythrocytes in-vitro. A high viral
load and viral fa to ies o tai i g PRV σ p otei a d dsRNA

e e dete ted

ithi i fe ted

RBC.47 The viral factories are inclusions in the cytoplasm of infected cells and are a common
feature in Orthoreovirus. These inclusions contain viral proteins, dsRNA, and partially or fully
assembled viral particles.

Mature mammalian erythrocytes are not nucleated because they undergo enucleation and lose
organelles before entering circulation (i.e. more specialized to increase oxygen carrying
capacity), and without these organelles become more resistant to viral infections. Therefore,
they are not able to support a viral replication. However, MRV can bind erythrocytes by outerfi e p otei

σ

that has a homologous protein in PRV. Besides, piscine erythrocytes are

nucleated and retain ribosomes and organelles while in circulation, thus competent to perform
transcription and protein synthesis.48 Therefore, the RNA replication, packaging, assembling of
viral particles of PRV may occur in inclusions inside the cell.49
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The infection in mature or immature erythrocytes by PRV has not been determined yet since the
morphology of erythrocytes in previous studies resembled both mature and immature stages.
Therefore, it is a possibility that the putative differences in PRV susceptibility of erythrocytes are
correlated to maturation.47 In Atlantic salmon farming, reduced oxygen supply, and acute
anemia may stimulate erythropoiesis and would therefore be expected to increase the
proportion of juvenile blood cells. Interestingly, plasma also seems to contain a substantial
amount of virus since higher viral load was found in whole blood compared with red blood
cells.46

Another study also suggests a possible replication in macrophages because they found positive
staining for PRV in macrophage-like cells and melano-macrophages.50 Although macrophages
engulf viruses to inactivate them, many viruses are able to replicate in macrophages.51,52,53 This
might provide a long-term shielded environment for viral replication, and this process could
attract more macrophages and culminate in a chronic inflammatory response. Interestingly,
Avian reovirus viral antigen and RNA have been documented in macrophages.54

Although Orthoreovirus replication results in cell lysis and releasing of progeny particles, nonlytic persistent infections have been demonstrated in cell cultures. Neither PRV infection nor
HSMI outbreaks have been associated with anemia, so it seems that salmon RBC can tolerate
high amounts of PRV not accompanied by cell lysis.47 This is corroborated by another study
where despite more than 50% of erythrocytes being infected during peak phase of infection, the
haematocrit values of fish with HSMI were not found to be significantly different from healthy
fish; indicating no noticeable lysis of erythrocytes.10 Therefore, the impact of viral infections on
erythrocyte function and cellular processes remain unexplored.55 Besides, the infection of
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erythrocytes by PRV may have broader implications for fish health. During the course of PRV
infection of salmon, the virus is present in erythrocytes before HSMI associated
histopathological lesions appear, with high prevalence of infected erythrocytes and high viral
loads per cell. Eventual clinical signs from impeded function of erythrocytes should therefore
precede clinical HSMI.55 According to field observations, PRV seems to remain in farmed Atlantic
salmon long after cessation of an HSMI outbreak perhaps due to the persistent infection of
erythrocytes which circulate for up to 6 months.39,56

PRV infection in erythrocytes induces a large panel of virus-responsive genes. Firstly, the
erythrocytes in salmonids may have immune functions, because they are nucleated, and contain
the transcriptional and translational machinery necessary for expression of complex set of genes
and proteins. This potentially enables them to differentiate and respond to pathogens.57,58 In
contrast, mammalian erythrocytes neither activate innate responses nor support virus
replication due to lack of transcriptional and translational machinery.55

The PRV infection of erythrocytes induces virus responsive genes involving interferon-regulated
antiviral genes and those involved in antigen presentation via MHC class I. Genes involved in
innate antiviral response that are up-regulated are pathogen recognition receptors i.e. helicases
(RIG-I, RNA helicase DHX58, and RNA helicase LGP2), toll-like receptor (TLR 3), signal
transduction (JAK1, STAT1), interferon regulatory factors (IRF 1, 2, 7, and 9) and interferon
(IFNα). PRV also stimulates negative immune regulators such as suppressor of cytokine signaling
1 (SOCS1), and IL-10 e epto β. There is also down regulation of several functional groups and
pathways of the immune system and mediators of inflammation. Down regulation was observed
for genes of eicosanoid metabolism (ALOX5, PTGS1), and a suite of chemokines, cytokines and
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their receptors. A decreased expression was also observed in a panel of humoral and cellular
effectors of innate immunity including acute phase proteins (SAP), Ig receptors and multiple
complement factors, components of the oxidative burst complex (NCF1, CYBA) and matrix
metalloproteinases (MMP9, MMP13, MMP14) important in inflammation.55

Therefore, Atlantic salmon erythrocytes may be multifunctional immune cells that are polarized
towards innate antiviral responses when infected with PRV. Even if PRV infection does not
induce lysis or apoptosis of erythrocytes, infection may have remote functional consequences
like the reduced ability of PRV-infected erythrocytes to transmit and receive immune signals and
respond to inflammatory mediators.

PRV infection also causes down-regulation of a number of genes involved in protection of cells
from stress and damages. However, PRV does not affect expression of genes involved in heme
biosynthesis, gas transport and exchange or erythrocyte-specific markers, but some regulators
of erythropoiesis showed decreased transcription levels, some of them take part in control of
differentiation. Despite expression changes of several regulators, PRV apparently did not
produce significant impact on differentiation of RBC. The majority of genes that showed
expression differences between differentiating and mature Atlantic salmon erythrocytes were
not affected with PRV infection.59 Likewise, PRV infection also lead to a moderate reduction of
expression of genes that encodes components of cytoskeleton and myofiber proteins located at
the membrane cytoskeleton interface, and regulators of cytoskeleton assembly. The
downregulation of transporters proteins indicate the possible reduction absorbance of low
molecular weight substrates. A strong suppression was also observed in genes involved in the
metabolism of ions.55 The down-regulation of ion metabolism most likely makes infected
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erythrocytes more vulnerable to fluctuations in cellular environment.60 Therefore, the limited
ability to regulate ion exchange together with down-regulation of genes encoding multiple
components of cytoskeleton may have a significant impact on the shape and hemodynamic
properties of salmon erythrocytes. The infection by PRV also causes down regulation of genes
involved in metabolic pathways, including metabolism of lipids, steroids, and carbohydrates. It
also causes down regulation of many genes involved in local and distant interactions and
differentiation. Therefore, PRV infection activates innate antiviral immunity but suppresses
other gene expression programs.
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Table 2. Summary of HSMI challenge trials from Norway and British Columbia-Canada.
PRV source and presence
of HSMI

Challenge
model

Recipient
species

Earliest PRV detection
by tissue

PRV + HSMI + Atlantic
salmon

IP,
cohabitation

Atlantic
salmon

ND

Epicarditis in one fish detected by
10
histological examination.

PRV + HSMI + Atlantic
salmon

IP

Atlantic
salmon

ND

Hypertrophy of spongy endocardium,
mild endocarditis at 3 WPC. Severe
epicarditis, myocardial necrosis at 8
61
WPC. No mortality.

PRV + HSMI + Atlantic
salmon

IP

Atlantic
salmon

ND

Hypertrophy of spongy endocardium
and mild endocarditis at 1WPC. Severe
epicarditis, myocardial necrosis at
61
8WPC. Some fish died.

CMS

IP

Atlantic
salmon

Atrial lesions peaked at 12 WPC.
Ventricular spongy lesions started at 12
38
WPC. Mild epicardial changes.

PRV + HSMI + Atlantic
salmon

IM

Atlantic
salmon

PRV + Atlantic salmon no
HSMI

IP

Atlantic
salmon

Lab infected Atlantic
salmon with HSMI
Lab infected Atlantic
salmon with HSMI

cohabitation

Atlantic
salmon
Atlantic
salmon

Heart - 3 WPC
Head kidney - 3 WPC
Spleen - 3 WPC
Heart - 4 WPC
Blood-ND
Head kidney – ND
Heart –ND
Blood - 3 DPC
Head kidney - 3 DPC
ND
Heart - 6 WPC
Blood – ND
Head kidney –ND

Lab infected Atlantic
salmon with HSMI

cohabitation
(challenge #
1)

Inflammatory heart changes typical of
HSMI at 10 WPC. Typical HSMI changes
in red skeletal muscle at 6 and 10
17
WPC.
Histopathological changes in heart
consistent with HSMI were observed at
46
10 WPC.

cohabitation

Atlantic
salmon

Lab infected Atlantic
salmon with HSMI

cohabitation
(challenge #
2)

Atlantic
salmon

Hatch PRV positive
Atlantic Salmon no HSMI

cohabitation

Atlantic
salmon

Hatch PRV positive
Atlantic Salmon no HSMI

cohabitation

Sockeye
Salmon

Heart - 6 WPC
Blood - 6 WPC
Head kidney - 6 WPC
Spleen - 6 WPC
Skeletal muscle - 8
WPC
Blood - 4 WPC
Red blood cells - 4
WPC
Plasma - 4 WPC
Spleen - 4 WPC
Heart- ND
Blood- 2 WPC
Head kidney -4 WPC
Heart- ND
Blood- 4 WPC
Head kidney - 4 WPC

Signs of HSMI

Cardiac
lesions
at
6
WPC.
Histopathological changes in red skeletal
17
muscle at 7, 9, 10 WPC. No mortality.
Fish did not develop changes in
43
hematocrit, HSMI or mortality.
No cardiac lesions.

10

Histopathological changes in the
ventricle of the heart at 7 WPC
consistent with HSMI, including
epicarditis and inflammation of the
46
compactum myocardium layer.
No increased hematocrit, HSMI,
43
increased mortality was observed.
No increased hematocrit, HSMI,
43
increased mortality was observed.

IP= Intraperitoneal injection, IM = Intramuscular injection, WPC = Weeks post challenge, ND = Not determined, DPC=
Days post challenge
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1.2.5 Diagnosis
1.2.5.1 Histopathological diagnosis

To date, the diagnosis of HSMI is based in a post-mortem examination of fish and histological
examination of tissues such as heart and skeletal muscle.32 Preparation for histological
evaluation follows standard histological techniques with Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining.
During the histological examination the observed lesions can be moderate to severe
myocarditis, an inflammation-associated necrosis of spongy and compact myocardium in the
ventricle, and epicarditis and endocarditis. 10,38 Other lesions include ascites, splenomegally and
congestion of tissues, and fibrinous exudate on the liver surface.39 Despite the common tissues
used for diagnosis of HSMI, experimental studies of HSMI in fish show higher viral load in spleen
and head kidney than from heart where histopathological changes first occur. Histopathological
changes similar to HSMI were reported in the heart of 3 out of six cohabitant fish at week 10
post-challenged with PRV infected issue; whereas histopathological changes consistent with
HSMI were observed in heart and skeletal muscle at week 7 in 4 of 6 fish challenged with blood
cell pellet. At week 8, all fish showed heart lesions such as massive epicarditis and infiltration of
lymphocytic cells in the myocardium.46

Although HSMI is characterized by severe pancarditis, and inflammation and necrosis of red
muscle in Atlantic salmon, pathological changes have also been described in white skeletal
muscle.10 A recent study investigated the etiology of red or melanised focal white muscle
changes by testing for the presence of different viruses; these lesions were attributed to PRV.50
It is known that farmed Atlantic salmon may develop melanised focal changes in the white
muscle. This condition causes large economic losses as fillets with pigmentation disorders are
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downgraded. The histological analysis revealed that red focal changes were dominated by
haemorrhages and myocyte necrosis (PRV antigen was found in erythrocytes and macrophagelike cells in necrotic myocytes), consistent with acute manifestations of muscle damage. The
focal melanised changes were dominated by granulomatous tissue rich in collagen (PRV antigen
was detected in macrophage-like cells and melano-macrophages within granulomas and in less
organized granulomatous tissue), indicating a chronic inflammatory response.

1.2.5.2 Molecular diagnosis

Robust methods for laboratory diagnosis and pathogen surveillance are necessary for reducing
the risks of the emergence and spread of infectious diseases in aquaculture. The OIE is involved
in this surveillance and in the programs of disease prevention and control. According to the
2015 OIE list of notifiable aquatic animals diseases, HSMI and other several emerging diseases
are not included in the OIE list.62 Further, fish health diagnostic centers in North America
typically rely on established methods specified by the Blue Book of the American Fisheries
“o iet ’s Fish Health se tio
Compliance DF
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Diagnostic test for Aquatic animals (OIE 2015).62 However, not all the methods such as nucleic
acid-based assays that can detect the pathogen early on in the infection and track the
movement of these pathogens in the marine environment are included in the latter. Therefore,
these types of tests cannot be used as confirmatory for regulatory purposes until an extensive
validation (including the determination of cut-offs) is performed.63
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To date, the detection of PRV is based on quantitative real-time RT-PCR (RT-qPCR) targeting
genome segments L1, L2, M3, S1 or S4. This method has the ability to monitor PCR amplification
in

real time

by measuring the fluorescence change during the reaction. During the

amplification, the intercalation of a fluorescent dye or release of a reporter dye from a
hydrolysis probe causes the increase of fluorescence in the reaction. The measured fluorescence
reflects the amount of amplified product in each cycle. The fluorescent signal turns detectable
when enough amplified product accumulates, and the cycle number at which this occurs is
called the threshold cycle or CT. Therefore, RT-qPCR allows determining the starting template
copy number with accuracy and high sensitivity.

This method is also quickly supplanting other molecular methods for detecting the nucleic acids
of human and other animal pathogens. The elimination of post-PCR manipulation of amplified
products, high throughput, and the robustness of the technology has contributed to the swift
adaptation of RT-qPCR in a diagnostic setting.64

In the case of aquatic animal pathogens, the increasing use of RT-qPCR has raised concerns,
particularly when the results cannot be confirmed by a culture-based diagnostic test as with PRV
which has not been propagated efficiently in cell` culture and its presence in tissues is only
detected by RT-qPCR or by immunohistochemistry.44 This has limited the study of viral
replication and pathogenesis of PRV infection. To detect PRV burden in farmed and wild
salmonid samples most studies use RT-qPCR targeting segment L1 only.23,31,33,40,41 To prove the
efficiency of this test, one study reported 96.5% of positives to PRV (28/29) in fish samples
belonging to previous HSMI outbreaks, but PRV was also detected in 24% (16/66) of healthy wild
salmon.23 Another study has also worked with RT-qPCR targeting segment L1 and demonstrated
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a clear shift in CT values when comparing viral loads of samples from farms without HSMI
comparing to those of samples from farms with the disease. Likewise, viral loads differed in
samples from fish at different stages of aquaculture, being higher in pre-smolts (CT <25)
probably due to horizontal transmission, and less in samples fish from near harvest; suggesting
that the increase in the viral load may be related with the development of HSMI. 39 In contrast,
some studies reported no association of PRV status with microscopic lesions since samples from
farmed salmon with endocarditis tended to have less PRV than samples without endocarditis.
They showed that the range of CT values for wild salmon with endocarditis was contained in the
range of CT values for wild salmon without endocarditis, even samples with the lowest CT values
(18.4, 21) did not show endocarditis.33 Interestingly, recent reports of experimental infection
with inoculum from diseased fish (homogenized heart, spleen, head kidney tissues) in naïve fish
demonstrated higher viral load in blood samples comparing to those observed in organs which
display pathological changes and commonly used for diagnosis such as heart and red skeletal
muscle.46 Those samples were confirmed positive to PRV with a CT value of 25.6. PRV was
detected first at week 6 in blood, heart, skeletal muscle, spleen and head kidney. The peak for
blood (CT =18.1, heart (CT =22.4), skeletal muscle (CT =27.2), spleen (CT =17.1), head kidney (CT
=18.4) was at week 8. The high viral load was observed in blood samples (18.1, 19.3, 24.9, 22.1)
until the end of the experiment at week 14. Likewise, the viral load was higher in blood samples
compared to those obtained from heart and skeletal muscle at weeks 8,10 and 14, and it was
also observed to increase in spleen and head kidney at week 14 post-inoculation with CT =18.9
and CT =20.9 respectively. Blood cell pellets have also been reported as an effective challenge
inoculum because high viral loads were detected after challenge in the cohabitants of the
experimentally-infected fish. During this second experiment, PRV was first detected at week 4 in
3 of 6 cohabitant fish (two times only in blood and one time in all samples such blood, RBC,
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spleen and plasma). All fish were positive for PRV by RT-qPCR at week 5 post-inoculation. The
peaks for blood samples were at week 6 and 7 (CT =16.5, CT=16.7, respectively). The highest viral
loads for RBC (CT =17.2) and spleen (CT =16.5) were at week 8 post-inoculation whereas for
plasma it was at week 6 (CT =18.2). Both experiments were only based in testing targeting S1
segment.

The presence of PRV in circulating erythrocytes would influence the amount of virus detected by
RT-qPCR in other organs. Therefore, blood and blood-filled organs may contain more virus load
compared to heart and skeletal muscle, which is important for the selection of a suitable sample
to improve the diagnosis of PRV/HSMI. Moreover, the current controversy about PRV infection
and the development of HSMI leads some researchers to hypothesize that fish can have high
levels of PRV without HSMI. This requires further study to conclusively show whether PRV has a
direct role in the pathogenesis of HSMI or not.
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1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

To date, the detection of PRV in fish samples by RT-qPCR has mostly focused in the detection of
only some genome segments. However, all PRV genomic segments may not be equally
transcribed and detected by RT-qPCR in fish tissue samples due to several possible reasons such
as differences between strains of PRV, a low viral load detected at the end of the Atlantic
salmon production cycle or due to variations in transcription levels of different virus genes, and
efficiency of PCR of the different targets.25 Thus, fish tissue samples collected in field work might
contain all forms of viral genome and not only assembled viral genomes in complete virion but
also immature viruses or inhibitors that could affect virus activity or cause the degradation of
transcripts; predominantly of large fragments which tend to deteriorate more. Moreover, the
copy numbers of RNA transcripts from each genomic segment is in direct relation to the protein
abundance.65 Therefore, the amplification of transcripts by RT-qPCR is likely to be different.
Previous reports support our hypothesis of a difference in the gene expression (CT values) with
respect to the segment tested.33 Likewise, a previous work in our laboratory amplified the
complete PRV genome (10 segments) from 2 of 10 positive samples, and partial or full-length
sequences on PRV genomic segments L1 (12 samples), L2 (1 sample), L3 (2 samples), M1 (4
samples), M2 (2 samples), M3 (4 samples), S1 (4 samples), S2 (3 samples), S3 (1 sample), and S4
(1 sample).25 However, the failure to amplify transcripts from all PRV positive samples was
attributed to variation in viral loads. The laboratory has further observed that in some fish
samples with low CT values with the PRV L1 RT-qPCR assay, it has not been possible to obtain a
PCR product by conventional RT-PCR for sequencing, and therefore unable to confirm the RTqPCR positive result. Most recently, only 561 bp of genomic segment S1 of the Norwegian PRVrelated virus (GenBank Accession N° LN680851) was reported and the full-length S1 segments of
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Chilean PRV strains may belong to the same genotype as a result in an ongoing research in this
laboratory.13,42

Because PRV does not grow in common fish cell lines, it is necessary to establish an accurate
culture-independent method for quantifying virus replication. Therefore, the main goal of this
study is to develop new RT-qPCR assays for use in the detection of PRV. For this, we aim to
determine which transcript CT of the first five PRV genome segments best reflects virus load in a
fish tissue sample. This approach will be useful for both HSMI/PRV epidemiology and diagnosis.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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2.1 FISH SAMPLES AND PROCESSING

Twenty-nine fish samples from different sources in British Columbia were submitted to the
Atlantic Veterinary College (AVC). These samples belonged to wild and farmed Atlantic salmon,
and from other salmonid species. Different organs were submitted fresh or conserved in RNA
later (Table 3). After arrival, samples were weighed and macerated to a 10% suspension w/v in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with 10x antibiotics.

2.2 VIRUSES

All the archived fish tissue samples were first tested for infectious salmon anemia virus (ISAV)
and salmonid alphavirus (SAV) using published RT-PCR assays.66,67 Negative results were
obtained in all the samples for these viruses as are shown in Table 6 (page 54).
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Table 3. List of samples used in this study

Sample ID
Species

Life
history

Tissue

Type of
preservative

Origin

VT06062012-355
VT06062012-357

Fish
ID
JF 10
JF12

Atlantic salmon
Atlantic salmon

Farmed
Farmed

Gills
Gills

Fresh
Fresh

Supermarket
Supermarket

VT06062012-358
VT06062012-371

JF 13
SW01

Atlantic salmon
Atlantic salmon

Farmed
Wild

Gills
Heart, gills

Fresh
a
NP

Supermarket
Shearwater

VT09192013-380
VT09192013-393

Coho salmon
Herring

Wild
Wild

Heart, gills
Heart, gills

RNA later
RNA later

Broughton
Malcolm Pt

VT09192013-399
VT0192013-400
VT09192013-401
VT09192013-402

BA527
WS16
1
RT02
RT03
RT04
RT05

Atlantic salmon
Atlantic salmon
Atlantic salmon
Coho salmon

Farmed
Farmed
Farmed
Farmed

Heart, gills
Heart, gills
Heart, gills
Heart, gills

RNA later
RNA later
RNA later
RNA later

Supermarket
Supermarket
Supermarket
Supermarket

VT09192013-403

RT06

Coho salmon

Farmed

Heart, gills

RNA later

Supermarket

VT09192013-404
VT09192013-405

RT07
RT08

Coho salmon
Atlantic salmon

Farmed
Farmed

Heart, gills
Heart, gills

RNA later
RNA later

Supermarket
Supermarket

VT09192013-406
VT09192013-407

RT09
RT10

Coho salmon
Coho salmon

Farmed
Farmed

Heart, gills
Heart, gills

RNA later
RNA later

Supermarket
Supermarket

VT09192013-408

RT11

Coho salmon

Farmed

Heart, gills

RNA later

Supermarket

VT09192013-409

RT12

Atlantic salmon

Farmed

Heart, gills

RNA later

Supermarket

VT09192013-417

JUN38

Coho salmon

Wild

Heart, gills

RNA later

VT09192013-431
VT09192013-432
VT09192013-438

TT110
TT111
IC01

Atlantic salmon
Atlantic salmon
Atlantic salmon

Farmed
Farmed
Wild

RNA later
RNA later
RNA later

VT08302013-375

SU108

Atlantic salmon

NP

Gills
Gills
Skeletal
muscle
Gills

Fresh

Eastern
Jonhstone
Supermarket
Supermarket
North
Vancouver
Vancouver

VT08282013-359

SS160

Coho salmon

Farmed

NP

Fresh

Prince George

VT03252014-39

SS174

Atlantic salmon

Farmed

NP

NP

Vancouver

VT11052014-71
VT10012014-HR-57

SE01

Atlantic salmon
Cutthroat trout

NP
Wild

NP
Fresh

Inziana River

VT03252014-33

TT117

Atlantic salmon

Farmed

NP
kidney,
liver, gill,
muscle,
heart
NP

NP

Vancouver

Wild

NP

NP

TT119

Dolly Varden
trout
Atlantic salmon

Farmed

NP

NP

Wannock
River
Vancouver

AVC lab #

VT10012014-HR-61
VT03252014-35
a

Information not provided
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2.3 TOTAL RNA EXTRACTION

RNA extraction was performed using a modified protocol combination of Trizol reagent
(INVITROGEN) and RNeasy Mini kit method (QIAGEN). The pre-treatment of samples was
performed with 1ml of Trizol placed in 2.0ml Rnase/DNase free tubes, and mixed with 0.3ml
tissue supernatant by vortex. Samples were incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature, and
then 0.3ml of chloroform was added and mixed vigorously for 15 seconds. The samples were
incubated for 3-5 minutes at room temperature and then centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 15
minutes. A 800 µl of the top aqueous phase was transferred into a clean 2.0ml microcentrifuge
tube containing 800 µl of 70% Ethanol made with RNase/DNase free water, and then
centrifuged at 8,000 rpm for 1-2 minutes. After the pre-treatment, the spin method from
Rneasy Mini kit was carried out according to the manufacture s’ procedures with an elution of
50 µl of Nuclease free water, incubation for 5 minutes at room temperature and centrifugation
for 2 minutes at 14,000 g. The isolated RNA samples were measured using NanoDrop (ND-1000
spectrophotometer) and OD260/280 was used to check purity of RNA. Isolated RNA was stored
at -80ºC until used for RT-qPCR.

2.4 RT-qPCR
2.4.1 RT-qPCR for elongation factor 1 alpha (ELF-1α)

The quality of the RNA was based on ELF- α RT-qPCR as internal control targeting Chinook
salmon ELF- α Ge Ba k a essio

u

e FJ

. Reactions were conducted using

LightCycler® 480 RNA Master Hydrolysis Probe Kit (Roche Diagnostics) in a final volume of 25 µl,
with the following final concentrations for primers and probe: 0.9 µM HPLC- CHELF- Forward
primer [ ’-CCG CTC AGG TCA TCA TCC T- ’], . µM HPLC- CHELF- Reverse primer [ ’-AGC AGT
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GTG GCA ATC CAG TA- ’], 0.3 µM HPLC- CHELF p o e [ ’ FAM-TGG CCA GAT CTC CCA GGG CTA
T- ’]. Isolated RNA (8µl) was used as template in each reaction, and nuclease free water as
negative control. The RT-qPCR amplifications were performed on a LightCycler 480 (Roche
Applied Science), version 4.0 under the following cycling parameters: : 1 cycle of RT for 3
minutes at 63°C followed by 1 cycle of denaturation at 95°C for 30 seconds, and 45 cycles of
annealing at 60°C for 1 minute and extension at 72°C for 1 second.

2.4.2 New PRV RT-qPCR assays

Prior to addition to the reaction mix, extracted RNA from fish tissue sample, two standard
samples (cRNA 105) and positive control (cRNA) were heat denaturated at 95 °C for 5 min
followed by rapid cooling on ice. The five qRT-PCR assays were performed separately using
OneStep kit (QIAGEN) with the following final concentrations in a final volume of 20 µl: 1X
Qiagen One step RT-PCR buffer, 0.4 µM dNTP, 0.4 µM PRV-F primer, 0.4 µM PRV-R primer, 0.8 µl
Qiagen One Step Enzyme mix, 0.4U RNase inhibitor, 0.3 µM PRV probe, 1.5 mM Mg Cl2, and 6µl
of RNA template. The following thermal cycling parameters were used: 1 cycle of RT for 30 min
at 50°C followed by 1 cycle of denaturation at 94°C for 15 minutes, and 45 cycles of annealing at
54°C for 30 minutes and extension at 72°C for 15s. The positive control (cRNA of the determined
genome segment), a duplicated standard sample (cRNA 105 dilution) and negative control
(nuclease free water) were included in the run on LightCycler 480 (Roche Applied Science),
version 4.0.
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The external standard curves were used for the analysis and the Second derivate maximum
method was applied for the absolute quantification analyses. Samples that did not exceed the
level of fluorescence signal within 40 cycles were considered negative and reported as No CT.

2.5 MOLECULAR CLONING AND DNA SEQUENCING
Segment fragments of the first five genome segments (L1-C, L2-C, L3-D, M1-C, M2-B) of the
reference strain of PRV isolate 358 (VT06062012-358) were lo ed i to pCR™II-TOPO® vector
(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions.25 The correct sequence and
orientation of the insert were confirmed by sequencing using M13 forward and reverse primers
by ACGT Corporation (Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

2.6 PREPARATION OF RNA STANDARDS
2.6.1 Plasmid Isolation

Bacterial culture of each clone was grown in LB medium (6ml) containing ampicillin 300µg (final
concentration) at 37° incubator overnight. The isolation of DNA plasmid of bacterial cells from
the E.coli culture was carried-out using protocol from High Pure plasmid Isolation kit (ROCHE),
and eluted in 100 µl of Elution buffer.

2.6.2 Linearization of DNA plasmid

Linearization of 5 µg DNA plasmid was performed using the protocol for Fast Digestion of DNA
by restriction enzyme BamHI (Thermo Scientific) and clean-up of products was performed using
High pure PCR Product Purification kit (ROCHE).
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2.6.3 In-vitro transcription

The transcription reaction of 1 µg RNA from linear templates was obtained using T7 RNA
polymerase (AMBION) at room temperature. DNA template from the in- vitro transcribed RNA
(cRNA) was removed by digestion with DNase I (AMBION), and the purification of transcripts
was carried-out by Phenol:chloroform extraction and isopropanol precipitation. Then, cRNA
transcripts were eluted in 50 µl of Nuclease free water. The quantitity and quality of RNA was
assessed using NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). A high quality of
cRNA through A260/A280 reading close to 2 was expected in order to avoid inhibition of PCR
and reverse transcription.

Plasmid DNA, linearized plasmid, unpurified and the integrity of purified in-vitro transcripts was
checked on a 1% native agarose gel using 1Kb DNA ladder (Invitrogen) at 120 V for 45 min,
stained with Ethidium Bromide and visualized on Alpha Imager (Alpha Innotech Corporation,
USA)

2.7 RT-qPCR
2.7.1 Primer and probe design

Primer-probe set sequences were developed for the five genome segments. Where gene
se ue e e eeds k , the ’ e d k

as used to desig the p i e -probe sequence set using

the Biosearch RealTimeDesignTM Software (Biosearch Technologies Inc.). The PRV probes were
labeled with FAM o

’ e d a d BDQ plus o

the

’ e d (Biosearch Technologies Inc.).

Sequences of primers and probes are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. RT-qPCR primers and probes used in this study
Primer name
PRV L1 gene

PRV L2 gene

PRV L3 gene

PRV M1 gene

PRV M2 gene

Primer type
Forward
Reverse
Probe
Forward
Reverse
Probe
Forward
Reverse
Probe
Forward
Reverse
Probe
Forward
Reverse
Probe

Sequence
’-CCC CAT CCC TCA CAT ATG GAT A- ’
’-GGT GAA ATC ATC GCC AAC TCA- ’
’-ATG TCC AGG TAT TTA CC- ’
’-GAA ACT GGC TTG GGC ATT AGT AG- ’
’-CAG GCC AAA CGA AAG GTA TCA C- ’
’-CAT CAT TAT GGT TCT CCT GGC- ’
’-GGA GCT GGT GTC GTG ATG A- ’
’-CAC CGC CGC CAT AAA TGA C- ’
’-TAG GGT TGG ACC TCC TCA- ’
’-GGC GGA TTC CAA GTA CAA CAG- ’
’-GGT GGA GGT GTC GAT CAG AA- ’
’-ATG AGC CCA TCG GTG AAC A- ’
’-GCT GCC CAG TCA GGT AGA- ’
’-GGG CCT GGT GGA AAC AGT- ’
’-CTG TGA GAC AGA CAA TTC TGG AC- ’

2.7.2 Standard curves for RT-qPCR assays

The measurement of number of RNA copies was determined using a previously developed
formula68. The formula gives the molecules per µl (N), if the concentration of the cRNA (C) is
known in relation to the fragment size (K) multiplied by a factor derived from the molecular
mass and the Avogadro constant:

N (molecules per ul) = C (cRNA} µg/µl) 182.5 x 1013
K (fragment size/b)
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Serial dilutions from 1011-100 copies/µl of cRNA were prepared. Prior to addition to the reaction
mix, samples were heat denaturated at 95 °C for 5 min followed by rapid cooling on ice.
Duplicates of all eleven dilutions, primer set, and individual probe were tested first in a real-time
RT-qPCR; then the standard curve was created with five dilutions of RNA standards that had a CT
value above 15.00 (108-104 copies/µl) using 4 replicates for each dilution.

2.7.3 PRV RT-qPCR

The five RT-qPCR assays were performed using OneStep kit (QIAGEN) with the following final
concentrations in a total volume of 20 µl: 1X Qiagen One step RT-PCR buffer, 0.4 µM dNTP, 0.4
µM PRV-F primer, 0.4 µM PRV-R primer, 0.8 µl Qiagen One Step Enzyme mix, 0.4U RNase
inhibitor, 0.3 µM PRV probe, 1.5 mM Mg Cl2, and 6µl of RNA template. The following thermal
cycling parameters were used: 1 cycle of RT for 30 min at 50°C followed by 1 cycle of
denaturation at 94°C for 15 minutes, and 45 cycles of annealing at 54°C for 30 minutes and
extension at 72°C for 15s. Nuclease free water was used as negative control. RT-qPCR was run
on LightCycler 480 (Roche Applied Science), version 4.0. The Second derivate maximum method
was applied for the absolute quantification analyses.

The efficiency of the optimized RT-qPCR assays was determined according to the standard curve,
plotting CT values against corresponding log10 copy number per reaction. The amplification
efficiency for the assays was expected from 90-105%.
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2.8 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All statistical analyses were carried out in Minitab V.17 (Minitab Inc.). Of 29 tested samples, 22
samples had complete measurements for all of the 5 tests (no missing values). Therefore, those
samples were included in the final statistical analyses. A scatter plot illustrating the comparison
in the concentration of the viral load for each fish sample by the five RT-qPCR assays was
generated. The Friedman test was used to compare the median ranks of the concentration
values for the 5 assays groups.69 Also, the same test was used to compare each pair of the
concentration values obtained by the RT-qPCR assays using the Bonferroni-adjustment for
multiple comparisons.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS
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3.1. GENERATION OF RNA STANDARDS FOR THE RT-qPCR ASSAYS

The segment fragments of the first five genome segments (L1-C, L2-C, L3-D, M1-C, M2-B) of the
reference strain of PRV isolate 358 (VT06062012-358) that were previously cloned were used to
prepare RNA standards. Each clone was named by numbers as are described in Table 5 (page
51). The presence and orientation of the insert DNA was confirmed by sequencing. The plasmid
was isolated from each clone and then linearized by digestion with BamHI. According to the
sequence, two BamHI restriction sites were only found for Clone 2 (L1-C) showing an additional
small band of 105bp (Figure 5).

The target sequences were then amplified by in-vitro transcription from the T7 promoter
determined by the orientation of the target for all clones. The length of the cRNA sequence was
verified using CLC Sequence Viewer (CLC Bio, QIAGEN company) and is listed in Table 4. The
transcribed RNA was treated with DNAse to digest the plasmid, thereby DNA bands were not
observed in purified cRNA in all cases (Figure 5). A good concentration of cRNA was obtained for
all segments, a close reading ratio 260/280 to 2.0 was obtained for all in-vitro transcripts
showing a good nucleic acid purity, and the 260/230 values were mostly higher than respective
260/280 values close to the expected range 2.0-2.2 (Table 5). Non-degraded cRNA are also
observed in Figure 4. The true size of the cRNA bands mentioned in Table 5, do not correspond
to those observed in Figure 5 since non-denaturing gel was used. The secondary structure of
RNA and ethidium bromide can alter the migration patterns of in-vitro transcripts in these gels
so it will not migrate according to its true size. The copy numbers of the cRNAs were calculated
based on its concentration and molecular weight and are annotated in Table 5.
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(A)

(B)

(D)

(C)

(E)

Figure 5. Agarose gel electrophoresis of plasmid DNA, linearized DNA, in-vitro transcripts (IT): (-) unpurified,
(+) purified. First line: 1Kb plus DNA ladder. (A) L1 segment, white circle shows a second band of 105bp
linearized DNA. (B) L2 segment. (C) L3 segment. (D) M1 segment. (E) M2 segment. Native 1% gel.
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3.2 ANALYTICAL SENSITIVITY AND EFFICIENCY OF THE RT-qPCR ASSAYS

The sensitivity of each RT-qPCR was first validated through serial 10-fold dilutions of the RNA
transcripts from 1011-100 copies/µl, with a detection limit of 1 copy. Standard curves for each
assay were then created with five dilutions that had a Ct value above 15.00 (108-104 copies/µl).
Normal and tight amplification curves were obtained from the dilution series and replicates. A
high efficiency rate (between 90-99%) was obtained for each RT-qPCR assay (Table 5, page 51);
the slope (a measure of assay efficiency) showed a good correlation between copy number and
CT value (Figure 6).

(A)

Figure 6. Amplification and standard curves of the new qRT-PCR assays. (A) L1 segment,
(B) L2 segment, (C) L3 segment, (D) M1 segment, (E) M2 segment.
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(B)

(C)

Figure 6. Amplification and standard curves of the new qRT-PCR assays. (A) L1 segment, (B) L2 segment, (C) L3 segment, (D) M1
segment, (E) M2 segment.
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(D)

(E)

Figure 6. Amplification and standard curves of the new qRT-PCR assays. (A) L1 segment, (B) L2 segment, (C) L3 segment, (D) M1
segment, (E) M2 segment.
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Table 5. Amplification efficiency of the new RT-qPCR assays

PRV
genome
segments

Length

Cloned segment
fragment for invitro transcription

L1

3911 bp

L1-C (Clon 2)

L2

3935 bp

L2-D (Clon 6)

L3

3916 bp

M1
M2

Length of
cRNA
(b)

cRNA
concentration
ng/µl

OD
260/280

OD
260/230

Quantification of
cRNA
N (molecules per µl)

938

201.7

1.82

2.28

3.9 x 10 N

1231

216.12

1.90

2.00

3.20 x 10 N

L3-D (Clon 9)

1200

222.03

1.80

2.45

3.38 x 10 N

2383 bp

M1-C (Clon 10)

1030

297.23

1.89

2.39

5.27 x 10 N

2179 bp

M2- B (Clon 11)

1252

243.18

1.94

1.64

3.54 x 10 N

11

RT-qPCR
target
size
(bp)

Amplification
efficiency of
RT-qPCR

64

95%

11

77

92%

11

73

91%

11

79

99%

11

71

90%
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3.3 ANALYTICAL SPECIFICITY OF THE RT-qPCR ASSAYS

The specificity of each assay was determined by testing several strains of genetically related RNA
viruses to PRV such as ISAV, SAV (Table 6, page 54). None of these viruses were detected in the
field samples used in this study. However, further analysis of specificity using other RNA fish
viruses not tested in this study that affect salmonids such as IHNV, IPNV, VHSV is suggested.

3.4 APPLICATION OF THE NEW RT-qPCR ASSAYS TO FIELD SAMPLES

All archived fish tissue samples used in this study were previously tested for ELF- α RT-PCR to
check the integrity of RNA and for PRV targeting L1 segment after arrival to the laboratory. All
samples were positive for PRV (CT <40) (Table 6, page 54).

For evaluating the usefulness of the new RT-qPCR assays for detecting PRV in field fish tissue
samples, the 29 PRV positive samples were re-extracted and tested. The integrity of the RNA
was evaluated by ELF- α RT-PCR. The CT values were plotted against the known copy numbers of
the standard controls in each RT-qPCR assay. The cut-off was adjusted to the minimum copy
number detected by the assays at 40 CT.

Of the total samples tested, 22 samples amplified for all the segments. The remaining 7 samples
did not amplify for all or only some of the segments (Table 7, page 55). Most of these 7 samples
belonged to wild fish species such as coho salmon, Herring, Atlantic salmon and Dolly Varden
trout; only two samples belong to farmed Atlantic salmon collected from supermarkets.
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The minimum amount of viral RNA detected was 2.36 x 100 copies /µl. This result was obtained
by the M2 RT-qPCR assay, and corresponded to a farmed Atlantic salmon collected from
supermarket. The same sample amplified for the rest of assays in higher concentrations. The
maximum amount detected was 5.28 x 106 copies/µl, and was detected by L2 RT-qPCR assay in a
sample from farmed Atlantic salmon collected in Vancouver.

The statistical analysis was made for the 22 samples that had complete measurements for all of
the 5 tests. The scatter plot illustrates the comparison in the concentration of the viral load for
each fish sample by the five qRT-PCR assays (Figure 7, page 56). From the graph, the viral
concentration measured by L2 and L3 assays for all samples were in a closer range of values and
aggregated at the high end of the concentration spectrum indicating a greater sensitivity for the
detection of the virus by targeting L2 and L3 segments. The Friedman test was used to compare
the median ranks of the concentration values for the 5 assays groups, and showed a highly
significant difference in concentration (P<0.001) between the 5 groups.

The results from the pairwise comparisons of the tests are presented in Table 8 (page 56).
According to the table, after Bonferoni adjustment for the multiple comparisons the level of
significance was set at (alpha=0.005; 10 pairs). The difference in the viral concentration
between the L1 and M1 RT-qPCR assay were not statistically significant (P= 0.033). The rest of
the pairs had significantly different median concentration.
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Table 6. Previous results obtained from the field samples used in this study

Sample ID

Test results
a

d

AVC lab #

Fish ID

ELF-1α RT-PCR
CT

VT06062012-355

JF 10

29.29

Neg.

Neg.

VT06062012-357
VT06062012-358

JF12
JF 13

29.91
28.35

Neg.
Neg.

Neg.
Neg.

6/21/2012
6/21/2012

29.82
28.12

VT06062012-371
VT09192013-380
VT09192013-393
VT09192013-399
VT0192013-400

SW01
BA527
WS161
RT02
RT03

27.34
22.51 ± 0.03
22.46 ± 0.10
23.45 ± 0.14
23.73 ± 0.06

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

7/9/2012
2/2/2015
2/2/2015
2/2/2015
2/2/2015

33.36
37.7
35.21
30.31
31.29

VT09192013-401
VT09192013-402

RT04
RT05

23.90± 0.03
25.67 ± 0.01

Neg.
Neg.

Neg.
Neg.

2/2/2015
2/2/2015

30.62
26.74

VT09192013-403
VT09192013-404
VT09192013-405

RT06
RT07
RT08

24.78 ± 0.04
23.58 ± 0.09
22.17 ± 0.13

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

2/2/2015
2/2/2015
2/2/2015

27.68
25.56
26.63

VT09192013-406
VT09192013-407
VT09192013-408
VT09192013-409

RT09
RT10
RT11
RT12

19.91 ± 0.00
21.66 ± 0.01
24.26 ± 0.09
22.63 ± 0.28

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

2/2/2015
2/2/2015
2/2/2015
2/2/2015

25.13
27.63
24.92
23.88

VT09192013-417
VT09192013-431

JUN38
TT110

21.44 ± 0.12
28.91 ± 0.03

Neg.
Neg.

Neg.
Neg.

2/2/2015
1/29/2015

36.21
34.18

VT09192013-432
VT09192013-438
VT08302013-375

TT111
IC01
SU108

27.31 ± 0.08
25.27 ±0.15
24.68 ± 0.04

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

1/29/2015
2/2/2015
7/30/2014

27.46
35.52
33.2

VT08282013-359
VT03252014-39
VT11052014-71
VT10012014-HR-57

SS160
SS174
SE01

28.53 ± 0.05
22.87 ± 0.14
20.56 ± 0.10
23.43 ± 0.13

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

3/20/2014
7/30/2014
11/13/2014
11/13/2014

33.37
32.11
20.09
38.41

VT03252014-33
VT10012014-HR-61
VT03252014-35

TT117

22.79 ± 0.04
21.84 ± 0.29
22.16 ± 0.09

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

Neg.
Neg.
Neg.

7/30/2014
11/13/2014
7/30/2014

32.51
36.61
33.72

TT119

b

c

ISAV

SAV

PRV (L1) RT-PCR
Date of testing
CT
6/21/2012
28.71

a

Elongation factor 1 alpha
Infectious salmon anemia virus
c
Salmonid alphavirus
d
First testing for PRV L1 RT-PCR
b
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Table 7. Results from the five new RT-PCR assays in the field samples
SAMPLE ID
Fish ID

RNA
ng/ul

VT06062012-355
VT06062012-357
VT06062012-358

JF 10
JF12
JF 13

25.20
15.87
18.73

ELF-1α
a
RT-PCR
CT
26.58
28.61
25.31

VT06062012-371
VT09192013-380
VT09192013-393
VT09192013-399
VT0192013-400
VT09192013-401
VT09192013-402
VT09192013-403
VT09192013-404

SW01
BA527
WS161
RT02
RT03
RT04
RT05
RT06
RT07

12.58
92.27
55.44
244.29
274.70
84.73
48.80
83.32
86.82

31.47
19.76
22.33
19.54
NA
NA
NA
24.17
22.52

VT09192013-405
VT09192013-406
VT09192013-407
VT09192013-408

RT08
RT09
RT10
RT11

686.12
209.84
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Figure 7. Scatterplot showing the comparison of the viral concentration detected by the five RTqPCR assays in fish samples.

Table 8. Pairwise comparisons of the 5 RT-qPCR assays

Pairwise
comparison
L1 vs L3
L1 vs M1
L1 vs M2
L2 vs L3
L3 vs M1
M1 vs M2
a

P-value
0.000
0.033a
0.000
0.000
1.000
0.000

not statistically significant
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Several RT-qPCR assays for detection of PRV have been reported. The L1 PRV segment has been
the predominant target for screening of PRV in salmonids in most studies.23,31,33,40,41 This is
because it was the very first segment used in RT-qPCR for PRV.23 However, this thesis research
reports a highly significant difference (P<0.001) in the viral concentration obtained by targeting
L1, L2, L3, M1, and M2 segments. There is also a greater sensitivity for the detection of PRV by
targeting L2, L3 and M1 segments. All the RT-qPCR assays showed standard curves with high
amplification efficiencies and strong linear correlations; and the negative results obtained for
other viruses that affect salmonids showed the high specificity of the new assays.

There are few studies that previously reported a difference in RT-qPCR tests by targeting
different segments. A study of PRV in wild and farmed salmonids from British-Columbia found
differences in the CT values targeting segments M2 and L1. From 14 hearts of wild samples
positive for segment M2 only 2 were positive for segment L1. The CT values also differed
between these two segments tested, with a lower CT value for M2. However, the CT value for L1
was low (18.4) when paraffin-embedded tissues from the same 14 fish were analyzed. These
paraffin sections included other organs such as heart, liver, kidney, spleen, intestinal ceca.33 The
same study reported lower values for segment L1 (CT 19.6-39.9) comparing to segment L2 (CT
25.8-39.6) in archived paraffin sections from farmed salmon. These results were attributed to
differences in sensitivity of the two tests or RNA degradation predominantly in longer
fragments. However, the type of the sample used may also be a factor affecting the results.

In our study of the total samples tested, 22 samples amplified for all the five segments. The
remaining 7 samples did not amplify for all or only some segments (Table 7, page 55). Most of
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the 7 samples belong to wild fish species, and only two samples belong to farmed Atlantic
salmon collected from supermarkets. The reference gene ELF- α CT value was low for the wild
species such as coho salmon (19.76, and 20.35), Herring (22.33), Atlantic salmon (23.74) and
Dolly Varden trout (22.71) and for the Atlantic salmon samples from supermarkets (19.54).
Therefore, there was no significant RNA degradation on these samples that justify the inability
to detect PRV for all of the segments. However, it is known that sample handling, source, and
storage conditions also affect experimental variability. In this context, the quality and
abundance of the RNA in the fish tissue samples may lead to a variation in the measurements.
The archived fish tissue samples used in this study were previously extracted and tested for L1
segment qRT-PCR in the same laboratory at different times according the arrival of the samples
(Table 6, page 54). Therefore, the new RNA extraction and testing may have led to a slight
variation of the results. Moreover, the CT values in the first L1 RT-qPCR testing showed a low
viral concentration in these samples; for coho salmons (37.7, and 36.21), Herring (35.21),
Atlantic salmon (35.52) and Dolly Varden trout (36.61) and for the Atlantic salmon samples from
supermarkets (30.31 and 23.88). Therefore, this might explain the high CT values obtained in
some of these samples using the new five PRV RT-qPCR assays. Besides, wild fish samples tend
to carry low viral concentration compared to farmed Atlantic salmon since the latter have higher
risk of being infected by PRV due to the favorable farming environment for the transmission of
the pathogen.41 Interestingly, the viral load obtained in wild salmonids such as Cutthroat trout
and Dolly Varden trout was higher for segments L2, L3 and M1 compared to the low viral load
(CT 40) obtained by targeting L1 segment (Table 7, page 55). Therefore, the detection of PRV by
targeting only L1 segment could lead to an underestimation of the viral load or false negatives in
samples from wild salmonids. This may explain why previous reports of PRV infection in wild
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Pacific salmon targeting L1 segment by RT-qPCR found very low prevalence in samples from
British Columbia (4.6%, 10/626), and from Alaska (2.0%, 6/295).33

The CT values obtained in the 5 PRV RT-qPCR assays could be attributed to the type of sample
used. PRV has been detected in fish gill samples previously in Canada, and it seemed to be a
suitable sample for PRV detection as occurred for other viruses.25 However, recent studies
showed that the major target for PRV replication is the erythrocytes and possibly macrophages.
Thus, the CT values may not be equally detected in blood and tissue samples when each
fragment is tested by RT-qPCR. PRV loads in blood seem to be higher than those observed in
organs which display pathological changes common in HSMI such as heart and red skeletal
muscle.46 After an experimental infection of naïve Atlantic salmon with an inoculum from an
outbreak of HSMI; PRV was detected by S1 RT-qPCR in the cohabitants of these shedder fish first
at week 6 post-challenge in blood, heart, skeletal muscle, spleen, and head kidney. The peak for
blood (CT 18.1), heart (CT 22.4), skeletal muscle (CT 27.2), spleen (CT 17.1), head kidney (CT 18.4)
was at week 8. High viral loads (CT) were observed in blood samples at different times of
sampling (18.1, 19.3, 24.9, 22.1) until the end of the experiment at week 14.46 Therefore, the
replication of PRV in erythrocytes may influence the amount of virus detected by RT-qPCR when
other organs are tested. Blood-filled organs (spleen, head kidney) may tend to carry high viral
load, likewise, residual blood containing PRV-infected cells would also affect the results.
Moreover, PRV has been reported in farmed salmon a long time after an HSMI outbreak,
therefore a persistent infection in erythrocytes may occur since these cells could be in
circulation up to 6 months.56
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To date, all PRV studies have focused on the detection of one genomic segment. However, the
pathogenesis and the kinetics of transcription and replication of PRV are still not well
understood. Moreover, it seems that the transcription values of each segment are in direct
relation to the protein abundance.65 The cycle replication starts when virions bind to a cellular
receptor and enter the cell via endocytosis. In the endosomes, viral disassembly occurs. The
outer- apsid p otei σ is deg aded, the atta h e t p otei σ u de goes a conformational
change, and the outer-capsid protein µ1 is cleaved to form the infectious subvirion particles
(ISVPs). A conformational rearrangement leads to endosome penetration and the active core
particles are delivered to the cytoplasm. Thus, the primary transcription occurs within the viral
core, 10 capped viral mRNA are synthesized and translated. Then, a second round of
transcription occurs in the new viral cores where each of the 10 mRNAs is a template for
negative-strand RNA synthesis. Finally 10 double-stranded RNAs are created and the synthesis
of viral proteins leads to the assembly of outer-capsid proteins developing new virions.27
Therefore, the protein composition in virions, cores, and infectious subviral particles are not
similar.70 The copy number of proteins in virions is not uniform: λ
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,σ
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.71 Therefore, viral nonstructural proteins encoded by
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as was described in orthoreoviruses.27 A study of in-vitro cultivation of PRV in salmon
erythrocytes, may corroborate this hypothesis since the viral load detected by S1 segment σ
protein) RT-qPCR increased in the early phases of infe tio , a d the i al p otei σ increased in
later phases.47 This might explain the higher viral load obtained fo seg e ts L
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and M1 (µ2) compared to segments L1 and M2, since the tissue samples used in this study are
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mostly gills or a mix of tissues where the main viral replication may not be taking place.
Therefore, to confirm our hypothesis it will be necessary to perform the new RT-qPCR assays on
blood or blood-filled-organ tissue samples, in addition to evaluating the RT-qPCR assays for the
five remaining genomic segments (M3, S1, S2, S3, S4).

The differences in RT-PCR amplification may also be due to differences between strains of PRV.
Therefore, it is necessary to have a diagnostic assay that is capable of detecting the full range of
different strains that may be in circulation in fish in the field. While there are few phylogenetic
analyses of PRV from wild and farmed Atlantic salmon in Norway and wild and farmed
salmonids from Canada, Chile, and United States; these studies have not determined a
difference in virulence of PRV. 15, 25,32 The segments L1, L2 and L3 seems to have highly conserved
regions between different PRV, Orthoreovirus and Aquareovirus isolates compared to the rest of
segments.25 In this study, L2 and L3 segments showed the highest sensitivity for PRV detection in
most samples. A greater nucleotide sequence differences between Canadian and Norwegian
PRV strains are found in segments M2 and S1, and at amino acid sequence level S1 and S4 are
more divergent. In S1, the sequence identity between Canadian and Norwegian strains from
sub-ge ot pe Ia

as

. % a d a i o a id se ue e of

. %. Fu the , the S1 nucleotide

sequence identity between sub-ge ot pe Ia a d I st ai s e e

. %a d

. % fo a i o

acid sequence.25 Therefore, PRV sequences from western North America are highly homogenous
and suggested to be stable over a 13 year period, and similar to some Norwegian types that
cluster in the same group.15 In contrast, the phylogenetic analysis of S1 sequences of strains
from farmed, wild, escaped-farmed salmons from different locations from Norway showed a
poor geographical pattern and identical sequences from salmon from the same rivers.32 Thus,
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there is a high variability of PRV segment L1 in Norway comparing to the low diversity of PRV in
western North America.15 Therefore, the new RT-qPCR assays detecting PRV segments L2 and L3
could be used in samples from Canada due to the low diversity of PRV strains in North-America
and its high sensitivity. However, it will be necessary to evaluate the new RT-qPCR assays in a
greater range of PRV positive samples from Europe and Chile.

HSMI outbreaks have not been reported in Canada, and experimental studies with PRV from
western North-America showed infection but with a lack of lesions associated with HSMI.72 This
suggested that western North American PRV is non-pathogenic. However, future work is needed
regarding the quality of tissue used for inoculation, adequate infectious dose, the impact of host
genetics in the susceptibility to PRV, and especially the difference in the genetic determinants of
virulence between PRV in western North America versus those associated with HSMI in
Norway.43In the past, other fish RNA viruses such as Pacific salmon paramyxovirus (PSPV), viral
hemorrhagic septicemia virus genotype (VHSV) IVa, and the infectious hematopoietic necrosis
virus (IHNV) showed similar low nucleotide diversity as PRV for a long period of time.73,74,75
Therefore, despite the high mutational rate characteristic of RNA viruses, a stable hostpathogen interaction or the mixing of host, potential reservoirs and virus populations may cause
this low homogeneity.76,77 It is still unclear if PRV was first endemic to western North America or
Europe, but the virus was found in Atlantic salmon since 1988, a decade prior to the first report
of HSMI in Norway.15 Moreover, the genetic characterization of marine fish positive for PRV in
Norway has not been carried out, and no studies have tested marine fish in western North
America. The only non-salmonid sample positive for PRV used in this study belonged to a Pacific
herring, a forage fish that has been suggested to be a potential reservoir for VHSV IVa and high
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viral load for PRV has been previously reported.78,36 Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the
new RT-qPCR assays in a greater range of PRV positive samples that could include marine fish.

Finally, this study describes the development of new RT-qPCR assays for the diagnosis of PRV.
These assays are able to quantify the amount of viral RNA, even at very low concentrations in
samples where the main viral replication may not occur. However, some segment-assays
showed greater sensitivity, and may be used for the development of multiplex RT-qPCR. Further
work is also needed to determine the relation of viral load (CT) and the infectivity of an animal.
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